MASTER EDITION ADC
WELDING HELMET

Imagine a welding helmet designed to
personal preferences

ADC auto
darkening filter

Unique
Delay system
On/off
Grinding
facility
Multi shade selection
Sensitivity adjustment
SLIMLINE T1320 SAFETY SPECTACLE
To give total eye protection at all times

FEATURES

BENEFITS

ADC auto darkening
filter
[angular dependence
compensation]

 This advanced technology eliminates glare within the filter from
external light sources situated at the sides of the users direct
area of vision.

Unique Delay system

 Eliminates glare in the weld after the process has stopped and
the filter has returned to the open state.
 Prevents auto darkening filter from closing when in grinding
mode.

On/off Grinding facility
Sensitivity adjustment
Multi shade selection
Lightweight helmet

 Normal filters only operate well when looking straight into the
light, but with ADC technology light from different angles is also
filtered well. When operational, it appears black in all directions
with no peripheral green patches.

 Reduces unwanted opening/closing of filter by surrounding light.
eg. another welder working at the next station.
 6-8 and 9-13 for optimum adjustment to circumstances.
 Made of Noryl, High durability and comfort.

Multiple positioning
adjustments
3-C Free-Floating
headgear

 For perfect fit.

Multi functional

 Can be used simply as a welding helmet or in conjunction with
North grinding and respiratory products.

 Lightweight, pliable, free floating, strip proof, does not age, with
small incremental adjustments.

TECHNICAL DETAILS:
North Article Number
EN norms
Packing / Dimensions
Weight

: 812921
: EN175S and EN379
: Transport Carton 25cm. x 21.7cm. x 37cm.
: Helmet 617gr. Carton 350gr.

APPLICATIONS:







TIG [Tungsten Inert Gas]
MMA [Manual Metal Arc]
MIG [Metal Inert Gas]
MAG [Metal Active Gas]
PAW [Plasma Arc]
Ideally suited for use with North respiratory systems for the discerning welder
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Thank you for reading this data sheet.
For pricing or for further information, please contact us at our UK Office, using the details
below.

UK Office
Keison Products,
P.O. Box 2124, Chelmsford, Essex, CM1 3UP, England.
Tel: +44 (0)330 088 0560
Fax: +44 (0)1245 808399
Email: sales@keison.co.uk
Please note - Product designs and specifications are subject to change without notice. The user is responsible for determining the
suitability of this product.

